DENMARK

Reporting practice summary - 2016
Denmark did not change its reporting practice in 2016 from 2015. It reported Actual Numbers of imports and exports for SALW. It did not report data for exports or imports of major weapons in 2016.

Transfer summary - 2016: Import Data
- Denmark reported the import of 20,370 SALW items in 2016, spanning six sub-categories. As it reported all trade partners for its small arms imports as ‘Multiple exporting countries’, it is impossible to determine where its imports came from in 2016, but it did report imports of 551 light weapons from two States Parties: 500 heavy machine guns from the United Kingdom and 51 hand-held under-barrel and mounted grenade launchers from South Africa.

Good practice:
- Denmark provided descriptions of some items, but did so selectively (only for the imports of light weapons).

Room for improvement:
- Denmark aggregated all countries relating to its trade in small arms in 2016, reporting them collectively as ‘Multiple importing states’ and ‘Multiple exporting states’. It only provided disaggregated data for its imports of light weapons in 2016.

Transfer summary - 2016: Export Data
- Denmark reported the total export of 6,537 small arms in 2016, covering three categories. 70 per cent of these reported exports were rifles and carbines. It did not name the importing countries or provide any further information.

Was an Annual Report submitted by 31 May 2017? No
Was the report made public? Yes
Was a nil report submitted for exports or imports in 2016? No
Was data withheld for ‘commercial sensitivity/national security-related’ reasons? No
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